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Ebullience
AI jump out of bed, slap my feet on the cold bare floor.
I don=t even brush my teeth nor run a comb across my head.
Good morning sky. Good morning clear blue sky.
We=re gonna see some sunshine soon.
Wiggle myself. Stomp my bare, bare feet.
Dance in clear blue sky, clear morning bright sunshine.@
These are the first six lines of my song, AGood Morning
Sunshine.@
I don=t always achieve the high point of joy on rising that
I sing about in this song. I may not even achieve it during
the day, but holding that thought of joy and trying for joy in
my existence is worth the effort it takes and helps me
achieve a more positive sense of existence than I achieve
when I let go of the effort. And sometimes, sometimes, I do
reach that high point of joy and again dance to the rising
sun, sing in joy to the universe, embrace the day with joy.
The world distracts me, news of wars, homelessness,
political turmoil, dishonesty, environmental problems,
corruption in governments around the world, divisions and
acrimony among humans. Bills to pay, times of not feeling
good physically, concerns for hard times people I love are
going through, exigencies of existence distract me, blind
me temporarily to opportunities for joy in my life, for
spreading joy to others around me.
Then I remember. I jump out of bed, slap my feet on the
cold, bare floor, dance with joy. That=s why I=m here, to

find joy, to express joy, to refuse of be shut down by the
appearances of hard times in the world, to spread joy when
I can.
Does joy change the world? Yes it does. I think it does.
Even a small point of joy, felt and expressed, helps identify
us, helps establish that I am, we are creatures of joy,
walking through hard times, negative times, and emerging
into bright morning sunshine where we can dance on the
cold, bare floor for this moment of bright, warm existence.
Dance with me. Come on and dance with me. Don=t
think about combing your hair or brushing your teeth. Slap
your feet on the cold bare floor and look up into the clear
blue sky where the sun will rise and bring us today, this day
of joy.

